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Is the US economy running out of labour?
Tight labour market a rising challenge to US growth
The main news in the US labour market report last week was a 2.9% jump in wage growth.
It was the highest level in close to 10 years and suggests a tight labour market is starting to
feed into higher wage growth and thus inflation pressure – something that has been missing
so far. However, Thursday’s inflation data painted a different picture. US core inflation
surprised on the downside, rising only 2.2% y/y in August, down from 2.4% y/y in July.
Hence, the jury is still out on whether we are finally getting higher inflation in the US.
However, indicators of tightness in the labour market suggest that US companies are
finding it increasingly difficult to find skilled labour (see chart below) – something that
typically translates into higher wage growth and inflation eventually.
Even if inflation fails to pick up, it could still prove an obstacle for growth. For companies
to keep increasing production, they need more hands. If they face bottlenecks, it could put
a brake on growth. Similarly, it would be likely to pave the way for continued higher policy
rates by the Fed to stem demand growth and lean against the wind to avoid overheating.
A way to keep strong growth even with bottlenecks in the labour market is by squeezing
more out of each worker – in other words, by increasing productivity growth. However, so
far there is no sign of rising productivity growth, which is still hovering around 1% y/y,
much lower than the 3% level prior to the financial crisis. While US President Donald
Trump is stating his policy is already working by boosting growth, there is no evidence that
it is raising the potential growth rate of the US economy.
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Rather, the tax cuts are boosting demand and thus pushing up production faster. However,
unless productivity growth increases, the higher demand growth will just use up the
available resources earlier than otherwise. It will also push up investment orders to increase
production capacity but without available labour, it is hard to produce more investment
goods as well. For now, we continue to look for 2.7% growth this year and 2.5% in 2019.
However, we need to see higher productivity growth soon for this to be within reach.
The tighter labour market underpins our expectation of another two rate hikes this year,
followed by another three hikes next year. We look for the Fed to be on autopilot until
March, when we expect rates to hit the neutral rate of 2.75-3.00%. After this, it is likely to
be more cautious.

US productivity growth still weak

Source: Macrobond Financial, BEA

In the euro area, wage pressures have also picked up lately. Wage growth currently stands
at 2.3%, after hitting a bottom two years ago at 1.0%. At the ECB meeting this week, the
ECB seemed increasingly confident that wage growth would move higher and push up
inflation as well over the medium term.

US-China trade war: further escalation coming
In the US-China trade war, we are still waiting for Trump to reveal when he will go through
with a 25% tariff on another USD200bn of Chinese imports. Developments this week
suggest it is only a matter of time. Trump was quick to quash a small hope that the US and
China would meet for high-level trade talks. While China confirmed it had received an
invitation for trade talks from Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, Trump tweeted shortly
after that the US was under no pressure to meet with China and that ‘our markets are
surging, theirs are collapsing’. With this signal, it is very unlikely that China will enter into
new high-level talks. Having already been burnt once in May when Trump left negotiations,
China is unlikely to go into new talks without a clear signal from Trump that he is serious
about reaching a deal. China strongly opposes US bullying and what it calls Trump’s
‘winner-takes-all’ approach to deal making. In China, deals have to have a ‘win-win’
outcome. No Chinese leader can afford to look like it is giving in to US bullying. Hence,
we continue to expect the tariffs on USD200bn worth of Chinese goods to come into effect
within the next month and we expect China to retaliate.

Euro wage growth also picking up

Source: Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank

Trump tries to use leverage from
stronger markets – but China set to
wait it out, knowing cost to US will
come later

Emerging markets: looking cheaper but still short-term risks
Emerging market assets have been through a rough time lately, taking a hit from a
slowdown in China, higher US policy rates and crises in several emerging market
economies such as Turkey, Argentina and, to some extent, South Africa. While many
emerging market assets are getting cheaper, we still see short-term risks from a further
escalation in the US-China trade war and further US Fed hikes. However, from a long-term
point of view, many emerging market assets look increasingly attractive.
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Financial views
Asset class

Main factors

Equities
Positive on 3-12 month horizon.

Fundamentals still support equities on a 3-12M horizon. However, despite strong earnings, higher risk premium is expected in the short run,
among other things due to trade tensions

Bond market
German/Scandi yields – stable for now, higher in 12M

Strong forward guidance from the ECB. Core inflation remains muted. Range trading for Bunds for the rest of 2018. Still higher in 2018.

EUR 2Y10Y steeper, USD 2Y10Y flatter

The ECB keeps a tight leash on the short end of the curve but 10Y higher as US has an impact. EUR 2Y10Y mainly steeper in 2019.

US-euro spread – short-end to widen further

The spread in the short-end is set to widen further as the Fed continues to hike.

Peripheral spreads – tightening (Italy special case)

ECB forward guidance, better fundamentals, an improved political picture (ex. Italy) and rating upgrades to lead to renewed tightening after
recent widening. Italy remains a special case.

FX & commodities
EUR/USD – lower for longer… but not forever

In a range around 1.15 in 0-3M as USD carry and political risks weigh but supported longer term by valuation and ECB 'normalisation'.

EUR/GBP – gradually lower over the medium term

Brexit uncertainty dominates now but GBP should strengthen on 6-12M on Brexit clarification and Bank of England rate hikes.

USD/JPY – higher eventually

US yields decisive near term with political uncertainty as a significant downside risk. Longer term higher on Fed-Bank of Japan divergence.

EUR/SEK – volatile near term and sticky above 10 for long

Volatile near term and SEK-negatives remain due to election uncertainty. Lower on 3M as Riksbank rate hike looms.

EUR/NOK – set to move lower but near-term headwinds

Positive on NOK on valuation, relative growth, positioning, terms of trade, global outlook and Norges Bank initiating a hiking cycle.

Oil price – downside risk rest of year

OPEC increasing output and escalation of trade war has increased near-term downside risks.

Source: Danske Bank
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